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Three Digital Field Guides in one information-packed e-book bundle Digital photographers are always looking for
information on the fundamentals--composition, exposure, and lighting--and often they turn to Digital Field Guides. Now
you can get the popular Composition Digital Field Guide, Exposure Digital Field Guide, and Lighting Digital Field Guide in
this handy, three-in-one, e-book bundle. It includes every bit of the essential information, useful tips, and savvy
techniques you love from the printed books, but in an e-book format. From setting a mood with lighting; to mixing ISO,
aperture, and shutter speed to optimize exposure; to composing shots that will compel and fascinate viewers, it's all here,
in an electronic format you can pull up easily on your tablet, Kindle, or Nook. Includes three popular photography guides,
Composition Digital Field Guide, Exposure Digital Field Guide, and Lighting Digital Field Guide, in one e-book set Shows
you when, where, and how to create and capture perfect light, every time Walks you through the complex techniques of
good exposure, helping hobbyists grow into serious photographers Helps you combine and place elements in a frame
and compose compelling photos Combining digital photography and e-books, the best in today's technology,
Photography Techniques Digital Field Guide 3-Book Set is your e-ticket to producing better photos.
David Busch's Canon EOS 90D Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference
for the advanced Canon EOS 90D camera. This upgraded 32.5 megapixel APS-C model features a 45-point autofocus
system. The Dual Pixel CMOS hybrid autofocus brings lightning-fast phase detect AF to live view and high-definition
movie modes, too. The 90D’s metering system includes a 220,000-pixel RGB+Infrared sensor with Face Detection for
accurate exposure control. The 90D has Wi-Fi/ Bluetooth connectivity to allow linking the camera to a computer and iOS
or Android smart devices, and an improved swiveling touch screen LCD. With this book in hand, you can quickly apply all
these advanced features to your digital photography, while boosting your creativity to take great photographs with your
Canon EOS 90D.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Canon EOS 90D Guide to Digital Photography
covers all this upscale camera's features in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup,
exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations.
Also included is the handy 90D "roadmap," an easy-to-use visual guide to the camera's features and controls. Learn
when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings
for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full
creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are
just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Canon EOS 90D
today.
In this updated, second edition of the authoritative, bestselling Mastering Canon EOS Flash Photography, photographer
NK Guy brings the book fully up to date, with coverage of all the newest Canon gear that has hit the market since the first
edition published in 2010. This includes coverage of the radio-enabled Canon Speedlite 600EX-RT and Canon Speedlite
Transmitter ST-E3-RT, as well as the other Speedlites that have released since the first edition’s publication: Canon
Speedlite 90EX, 270EX II, 320EX, and 600EX. And this is the first book to cover Canon's new, affordable master unit—the
Speedlite 430EX III-RT flash! Digital cameras and flash technology have truly revolutionized photography in the 21st
century. Originally seen simply as a practical way to illuminate dark scenes with portable light, flash today is used for a
host of creative and nuanced applications, including supplementing daylight, designing complex scenes lit by multiple
light sources, and simply creating beautiful, controllable light for portraiture. With LCD screens on DSLRs, the ability to
get instant feedback on lighting setups is a great help in advancing one’s lighting capabilities and encouraging
experimentation. However, flash photography can still be a difficult artistic and technical challenge. It’s simple to get that
harsh deer-in-the-headlights look from built-in automatic flash, but it is a far cry from beautiful light. Creating naturallooking images is not nearly as straightforward. Mastering the properties of light and the ability to manipulate, craft, and
direct it is a lifelong endeavor. Those diving into Speedlights need some help. Manuals are terse and the terminology is
confusing—this is where Mastering Canon EOS Flash Photography comes in. This is the complete book on the subject,
guiding you through Canon’s Speedlite system, from off-camera portable flash to professional studio lighting. It covers
the fundamentals of flash metering technology, discusses key lighting concepts, and documents a wide range of Canon
and third-party equipment. Universal flash accessories, studio gear, and radio triggers are all thoroughly covered. The
book is lavishly illustrated with diagrams that demonstrate important functions and lighting arrangements, and inspiring
photos that show sophisticated flash techniques. Though tailored for users of Canon EOS cameras, owners of other
camera systems will find much valuable information as well. So, whether you’re just getting started with flash, or you’ve
picked up the bug for off-camera lighting from such popular websites as Strobist.com, or you’re making the leap into
advanced studio work, Mastering Canon EOS Flash Photography is your in-depth resource. Includes a foreword by David
Hobby, noted photojournalist and founder of Strobist.com.
Guides you step-by-step through the functions on your new Canon EOS 5D Mark III dSLR camera The Canon EOS 5D
Mark III full-frame dSLR camera features an impressive 22.3 megapixels, a 3.2-inch LCD screen, 6 fps continuous
shooting, Live View, an ISO range of 50 to 102,400 and full HD 1080 resolution movie shooting. Here to help you get the
most out of these remarkable features and offering you more in-depth coverage than the standard manual, this full-color
Canon 5D Mark III Digital Field Guide provides you with guidance on how and when to use each button, dial, and menu
option. Delivering information in an easy-to-understand format, this portable guide features more than 200 inspirational
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photos by acclaimed photographer and veteran author Charlotte Lowrie. The handy trim size allows this guide to go
where you go, providing you with easy access to information quickly so you can get the exact shot you want when you
want it. Helps you make the most of your Canon EOS 5D Mark III and get the shots you want Offers full detailed
coverage of when and how to use each and every button, dial, and menu option on this sophisticated new dSLR Provides
step-by-step explanations on techniques and tips, all aimed at getting you comfortable and confident with your new
Canon 5D Mark III Sized to fit in a camera bag, the book includes a bonus gray and color checker card to help you
capture perfect white balance and color every time. Ideal reading for both amateur and professional photographers alike,
you'll reference Canon 5D Mark III Digital Field Guide again and again.
Make the most of your Canon EOS 5D with the professional advice and tips in this go-anywhere guide. Learn to use
every control, compare various lenses and Speedlites, and then explore how to get peak performance from your EOS 5D
in all the shooting situations where it truly shines. You?ll discover how to set the metering mode to get the results you
expect, explore the qualities and effects of each type of lens and accessory, and what to pack in your gear bag (along
with this book) for every shooting scenario.
Getting your Canon Speedlite to produce the light you need can be a real challenge. For those new to flash
photography—or for anyone who has previously given up out of frustration—Speedliter’s Handbook is a revelation.
Photographer Syl Arena takes you on a journey that begins with an exploration of light and color, moves through a
comprehensive discussion of the Canon Speedlite family and all of the accessories and equipment available to the
Speedliter, then settles down to crafting great light in one photo shoot after another. Whether you want to create a
classical portrait, shoot an event, or simply add a little fill light to a product shot, Speedliter’s Handbook shows you how.
A fantastic in-depth resource illustrated with over 500 images, Speedliter’s Handbook covers: how to see the various
characteristics and properties of light itself, as well as the differences between how your camera sees versus how you
see all the buttons and dials of the entire Canon Speedlite family the basics of on-camera flash…and the necessity of
getting your flash off the camera how to beautifully balance flash with the existing ambient light all the equipment
necessary for great Speedlite shots how to get amazing shots with just one Speedlite how and when to use E-TTL versus
manual flash the use of color gels to balance color, as well as create dramatic effects how to tame the sun—or any really
bright light—with hi-speed sync and much, much more Whether you’re shooting portraits, events, or sports, Speedliter’s
Handbook is an essential resource that teaches you how to craft the light you need for any type of shot you want.
Get the very most out of your Canon PowerShot G11 camera. Now that you've got a new Canon PowerShot G11 10.0
megapixel digital camera, take this handy book along to help you tap all the tricks and features that your cool new
camera has to offer. Canon PowerShot G11 Digital Field Guide, sized perfectly to fit in your camera bag, includes pages
of step-by-step techniques, beautiful full-color examples, and professional tips sure to help you capture exactly the
images you want. Understand all the technology your new camera has to offer—such as new face recognition software, a
5x optical zoom, faster electronics, and much more—with this step-by-step guide. It's so handy, you can check for tips
while you're shooting! Provides no-fail techniques for getting the most out of your Canon PowerShot G11 digital camera
Walks you through the PowerShot G11's new features and functions, including face recognition software, 5x optical
zoom, RAW image format capture, a wider aperture than standard PowerShot models, faster electronics, and remote
capture Elevates your photography skills to a new level with photography secrets from professional photographer and
author Charlotte Lowrie Teaches you photography essentials and offers beautiful, full-color examples to inspire you on
your next shoot Move from standard shots to power shots with Canon PowerShot G11 Digital Field Guide.
Get the most out of the new Canon EOS 7D with this fun and friendly guide The new Canon EOS 7D comes equipped with a huge
18.0 megapixel sensor, many beginner-friendly features to aid in getting great pictures, and a video mode that allows you to shoot
video as well as stills. If you're looking to get the most from the features and functions that come with this dSLR, then this is the
book for you! Written by a veteran author and experience photographer, this easy-to-understand guide shows you how to properly
use all the capabilities of this new camera. Filled with page after page of full-color images, this book walks you through the
features of the Canon EOS 7D and the software that accompanies it. Introduces you to the main features and functions of the new
Canon EOS 7D Explains the on-board controls, shooting in auto mode, using live view and playback modes, and dialing in
exposure and lighting controls Walks you through manipulating focus and color controls and handling situational shooting
Addresses getting photos onto a PC for editing Prepare to take aim at maximizing all the features and functions that the Canon
EOS 7D has to offer with this helpful book by your side!
David Busch's Canon EOS RP Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the
exciting new Canon EOS RP mirrorless camera. This highly-affordable model sports a 26.2 MP full frame sensor embedded with
4,779 Dual-Pixel phase detection AF points for lightning-fast, precise autofocus. The EOS RP’s 2.36 million dot electronic
viewfinder provides a bright, clear view as you shoot. There are three available adapters that it easy to supplement your RF-mount
lenses with a broad selection of legacy Canon EF and EF-S optics. The EOS RP has wireless connectivity to allow linking the
camera to a computer and iOS or Android smart devices, high-definition movie-making capabilities, and a versatile swiveling touch
screen LCD. With this book in hand, you can quickly apply all these advanced features to your digital photography, while boosting
your creativity to take great photographs with your Canon EOS RP. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations,
David Busch's Canon EOS RP Guide to Digital Photography covers all this upscale camera's features in depth, from taking your
first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy EOS RP "roadmap" chapter, an easy-to-use visual guide to the
camera's features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the
author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide,
you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced
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enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Canon
EOS RP today.
Charlotte Lowrie's indispensable guide to taking the best possible pictures with the Canon EOS 50D! Go well beyond the basics
with this essential guide to getting great shots with the Canon EOS 50D camera. Professional photographer and bestselling author
Charlotte Lowrie packs this portable guide with over 290 pages of beautiful full-color photos, proven techniques, and no-fail
formulas for tapping all the features this exciting new high-resolution DSLR camera offers. Get to know your Canon EOS 50D,
learn all the tricks, and then take this handy portable guide with you in the field for quick and easy reference. Master your Canon
EOS 50D camera with expert guidance from Seattle-area professional photographer and popular author, Charlotte Lowrie Find
pages of step-by-step techniques and professional tips that will help you understand all the functions, menus, and dials on your
camera Explore topics that many competitive digital SLR books just touch on, including step-by-step instruction on exposure and
composition Learn professional composition and lighting tricks Examine full-color examples of breathtaking ways to capture stills,
portraits, and action shots Canon EOS 50D Digital Field Guide is the latest in the bestselling Digital Field Guide series that has
taught thousands of photographers and beginners how to get the most out of their digital cameras.
Essential lighting guide for users of compact cameras and dSLRs One of the most important aspects of photography is lighting,
but getting the lighting right is tricky. When should you use flash? Are a camera’s automatic settings dependable? Should you use
reflectors or diffusers and where do you place them? This handy, portable reference will show you when, where, and how to create
and capture perfect light, every time. The book includes a color checker card to help you maintain true color, as well as examples
of stunningly-lit photos of people, wildlife, and landscapes to inspire you. Walks you through the essentials of lighting for digital
photography Helps beginning and intermediate photographers leave the safety of automatic settings and confidently control
lighting themselves Shows how to evaluate natural light, decide when to use flash, and how and when to use diffusers or reflectors
Includes a tear-out color checker card to help you maintain true color in your photographs Comes in the handy, portable Digital
Field Guides size, perfect for camera bags Create and capture the perfect lighting every time, with Lighting Digital Field Guide!
The Canon EOS Rebel X line of consumer-oriented D-SLR cameras has made its indelible mark on the market. Canon sells tons
of these models--and that’s why the Magic Lantern Guides and DVDs that explain how to use them are bestsellers too. The Rebel
XSi (the EOS 450D outside of North America) is the most recent update, and it’s bound to be a hit with its 12.2 MP sens? fastfocusing 9-point AF system; and large 3.0-inch LCD monitor with Live View function. Released right alongside this fabulous
camera, Magic Lantern’s book and DVD will be a must for every XSi owner.
Featuring an 18.0 megapixel CMOS sensor and DIGIC 4 image processor for high image quality and speed, ISO 100-6400 for
shooting from bright to dim light, and many more great features, the Canon EOS Rebel T2i brings professional features into an
entry-level digital SLR. The Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide will teach you how to get the most out of these
impressive features so you can improve your photography skills. CHAPTER 1: Setting Up the EOS Rebel T2i/550D. – This chapter
will help you set up your T2i so you can get the best image quality from your Canon T2i. It will also cover different ways to review
your images and protect them from accidental deletion. CHAPTER 2: Controlling Exposure and Focus. – Learn about the different
types of shooting modes on your T2i, as well as image exposure and how to modify it for individual shooting scenarios. CHAPTER
3: Getting Great Color. – This chapter explores the concepts of light and color, and teaches you how to select a white balance and
picture style on your T2i for maximum color rendering. CHAPTER 4: Customizing the EOS Rebel T2i/550D. – Learn how to set up
your T2i for common and uncommon shooting situations. CHAPTER 5: Shooting in Live View and Tethered. – This chapter
explains the T2i’s Live View feature and how to shoot tethered to a computer. CHAPTER 6: Using Movie Mode. – A great starting
point for any photographer to explore the world of digital video with the T2i, this chapter will teach you how to shoot and playback
video on the T2i. CHAPTER 7: Using Flash. – This chapter explores flash technology, and how to use the T2i’s on board flash and
menu options for the built-in flash and for EX-Series Speedlites. CHAPTER 8: Exploring Canon Lenses and Accessories. This
chapter covers popular T2i lenses and how they impact the images you capture with your T2i. CHAPTER 9: The Elements of
Exposure and Composition. – Learn how aperture, shutter speed, and ISO affect your images, and how they work together to
determine exposure. This chapter also covers the basics of composing images with your T2i. CHAPTER 10: Event and Action
Photography. – Learn how to capture action in your images, plus some tips and tricks for general event photography, including
how to capture great photos in low lighting. CHAPTER 11: Nature and Landscape Photography. – This chapter explores how to
approach shooting nature and landscape images with your T2i. CHAPTER 12: Portrait Photography. – Learn how to set up the T2i
for portrait shooting, plus information on choosing backgrounds, lighting, and other tips and tricks for taking great portraits.
APPENDIX A: Exploring RAW Capture. – This chapter contains an overview of RAW capture as well as a brief walk-through on
converting RAW images into a final image. APPENDIX B: How to Use the Gray and Color Checker cards. – Learn how to produce
photos with accurate color and exposure with these free-inside-the-book tools. A full-color, portable-trim book with beautiful
photography for photographers on the go, the Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide includes a free Grey/Color checker
card to help you achieve accurate white balance and color. With the Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide, you will gain
a thorough understanding of the T2i dSLR, as well as the basic fundamentals of capturing the best possible photos.
The Nikon COOLPIX Digital Field Guide is filled with everything you need to know in order to take amazing photographs using any
Nikon COOLPIX camera. This full-color portable guide walks you through the essential controls, features, and functions of the
Nikon COOLPIX point-and shoot camera line using step-by-step instructions and full-color images of each menu screen. This
robust guide not only shows you how to adjust a variety of settings on your Nikon COOLPIX, it also teaches you when and why
you should adjust them. The Nikon COOLPIX Digital Field Guide goes beyond camera settings to offer you a friendly guide to the
principles of digital photography, covering the essentials of lighting and composition. Filled with amazing examples, this book also
presents a variety of techniques for getting great photos, including specific tips and tricks for capturing portraits, candids, sports
and action shots, travel pictures, macro photography, and much more.
Your Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D is small, lightweight, and packed with power and versatility. This handy, portable guide helps you take full
advantage of Live View shooting, in-camera Canon EX SpeedLite control, intuitive, large-text menus, and all the controls. It offers innovative
ideas and fresh thoughts to help you capture images that reflect your personal creative vision, plus advice on setting up your camera for your
shooting style; using Canon's Picture Styles to manage color, contrast, and sharpness; and capturing outstanding action, wildlife, portrait,
travel, nighttime, and macro shots.
The Canon EOS 6D is Canon's smallest and lightest full-frame DSLR camera to date and boasts an extensive feature set. This full-color,
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portable guide goes beyond the owner's manual to deliver clear, succinct descriptions of how these features and functions work and explains
how they affect the resulting photos. With the expert advice and clear instructions, the Canon EOS 6D Digital Field Guide makes this
sophisticated camera accessible to even first-time DSLR users Helps you to consistently achieve professional-level photography using the
Canon EOS 6D Walks you through the essential controls, features, and functions using step-by-step instructions and providing full-color
images of each menu screen Shows you how to get the exact shots you want, when you want them, and is packed with beautiful color photos
Shoot in Live View, choose the best settings for movie-making, and learn how to share your images and video online via the built-in Wi-Fi
Includes step-by-step techniques and professional tips on taking exceptional photos with your Canon EOS 6D Canon EOS 6D Digital Field
Guide is packed with so much helpful advice for getting the most out of your Canon EOS 6D, you'll find yourself referencing it again and
again
The Canon EOS 6D is the latest of Canon's full-frame DSLR cameras. Its impressive array of advanced capabilities allows the photographer
more influence over the final image. This book's exploration of the EOS 6D goes beyond that of the user's manual. It provides illustrations,
step-by-step setting adjustments, helpful suggestions for setup, and detailed explanations for each of the camera's many features and menu
configurations. The text is illustrated with easy-to-follow screenshots and example images. This book will also introduce intermediate-level
camera users to DSLR model-differentiating features: built-in GPS and Wi-Fi. The content covers effective use of the camera's hardware (and
some software) as well as certain related accessories, with little emphasis on general photography. Author James Johnson covers everything
from basic camera features to advanced photographic options. With this book as your guide, you'll learn to successfully use this powerful
camera.
Presents tips and techniques on creating professional lighting effects using the Canon Speedlite system.
Get enlightened with this detailed coverage of Canon's Speedlitesystem If you use a digital SLR camera, then you understand just howcritical
it is to have a capable flash. A Canon Speedlite shines awhole new light on taking photos with a Canon DSLR. Thisfull-color, in-depth guide
takes you beyond the standard manualthat accompanies a Canon Speedlite and shows you the types ofsettings you can use on your camera
when working with off-cameraflashes. You'll explore the possibilities of wireless lighting withmultiple speedlites as well as the creative effects
you canachieve. Author, teacher, and professional photographer MichaelCorsentino demystifies setting up a speedlite, synchronizing
thespeedlite equipment, and determining lighting ratios. He providesyou with detailed, real-world information on using all of Canon'svarious
Speedlite models including the new 600EX-RT andcovers other Canon lighting system components such as the ST-E2Wireless Transmitter,
Macro Ring Lite, and Macro Twin Lites andOC-E3 Off-Camera Shoe Cord. Highlights how the Canon Speedlite system is a musthaveaccessory for exploring a new world of digital photopossibilities Covers a number of Canon's Speedlites, including the 600EX-RT,580 EX
II, 430 EX II, 270 EX and 270 EX II, and the 320 EX Shows you how to create an inexpensive and portable wirelessstudio lighting system that
can go where you go Demystifies setting up the speedlite, synchronizing theequipment, and figuring out lighting ratios Canon Speedlite
System Digital Field Guide, 3rd Editionis a handy guide that shares real-world information and untanglesthe complexities of using the Canon
Speedlite system.
With18.0 megapixels, full high definition recording capabilities, broad range ISO settings, shutter speed up to 5.3 frames per second, and
many other advanced features, the Canon EOS 60D is a solid intermediate dSLR. The Canon EOS 60D Digital Field Guide will teach you
how to get the most out of these impressive features. Chapter 1: Roadmap to the 60D. – Learn the basics of camera and lens controls, as
well as menu navigation and viewfinder displays on your Canon EOS 60D. Chapter 2: Choosing Camera Options and Reviewing Images. –
Learn which format and image quality settings are best for each situation, and how to modify key settings on the Canon EOS 60D to get the
best quality images. Chapter 3: Getting Great Exposures and Focus. – Learn all the automatic, manual, and sensitivity settings needed to get
the most out of your Canon EOS 60D’s imaging capabilities in any lighting situation or for any subject near or far. Chapter 4: Using Color
Options, Ambience, Effects, and Creative Filters. – Learn how to improve your photography by use of color space, white balance, and filters
by adjusting the setting on your Canon EOS 60D. Chapter 5: Customizing the 60D. – Learn all of the customization options for the Canon
EOS 60D including exposure, images, auto focus, and menu settings to make your camera work for you. Chapter 6: Shooting in Live View
Mode. – Learn the pros and cons of live view shooting, as well as the best settings and tips for working in your Canon EOS 60D’s live view
mode. Chapter 7: Using Movie Mode. – Learn how to record video on the Canon EOS 60D and get tips for video standards, optimal camera
settings, and editing. Chapter 8: Working with Flash. – Learn how to use and modify the Canon EOS 60D’s built in flash, and learn to shoot
with wireless Speedlites and other flash techniques to bring professional quality photography to your fingertips. Chapter 9: Lenses and
Accessories. – Learn all you need to know for choosing the optimal lenses for the Canon EOS 60D, including lens types, focal-length
multipliers, and lens accessories. Also learn how to work with multiple lens types for optimal photos in any situation. Chapter 10: Event and
Action Photography. – Learn the optimal settings and gear needed to shoot great action photographs with the Canon EOS 60D including set
up options and a gear selection guide. Chapter 11: Nature and Landscape Photography. – Learn how to capture stunning natural images and
landscapes using your Canon EOS 60D, as well as how to choose the proper gear for nature and landscape photography. Chapter 12:
Portrait Photography. – Learn how to make natural light and studio quality portraits with the Canon EOS 60D including guides on gear
selection, lighting, and exposure. Appendix A: The Elements of Exposure. – Learn or review the fundamentals of exposure and how they
relate to your Canon EOS 60D’s settings. Appendix B: Exploring RAW Capture. – Learn the elements of RAW capture as well as a brief walkthrough on converting RAW images into a final image. Appendix C: How to Use the Grey Card and Color Checker. – Learn how to produce
photos with accurate color and exposure with these free-inside-the-book tools. A full color, portable trim book with beautiful photography for
photographers on the go, the Canon EOS 60D Digital Field Guide includes a free grey/color checker card to help you achieve accurate white
balance and color. With the Canon EOS 60D Digital Field Guide, you will gain a thorough understanding of the Canon EOS 60D camera, as
well as the basic fundamentals of capturing the best possible photos.
The Canon EOS 90D captivates with its fantastic equipment and has plenty cutting-edge features to offer. The team of photographers, Kyra
and Christian Sänger, introduces the conglomerate technology of this camera to you and shows you how to optimally benefit from the EOS
90D's strengths. The authors convey their knowledge based on easily comprehensible instructions, descriptive pictures, and realistic
examples. Get to know the camera's finesse step by step. Learn about focusing in different situations, exposure methods, and much more.
With tips provided by professionals, you will achieve authentic, high-end images and videos while enjoying your 90D to the fullest. Topics
Special features of the EOS 90D Professional shooting program settings for every situation More control thanks to the creative auto modes
Individual exposure programs Double and multiple exposures Movies with time-lapse or HDR effects Image and movie stabilizer Things to
know about system flash devices Focusing static & action motifs High-speed continuous shootings Applying white balance Setting Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth Practice-oriented use of "My Menu" Individual button configuration Overview of the Canon software Useful accessories, lenses,
cleaning, and Firmware update
David Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the exciting new
Canon EOS R5 and R6 full-frame mirrorless cameras. Enthusiasts can choose between the super-high resolution of the R5’s 45-megapixel
sensor, or the superior low-light performance and action-friendly high-capacity buffer of the 20-megapixel R6. Both cameras boast continuous
shooting up to 20 frames per second, in-body image stabilization, and 1,053 Dual-Pixel II phase-detection AF points for lightning-fast, precise
autofocus. Their high-resolution OLED electronic viewfinders provide a bright, clear view. Three available adapters make it easy to
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supplement your R-mount lenses with a broad selection of legacy Canon EF and EF-S optics. The EOS R5 and R6 have wireless
connectivity to allow linking to a computer and iOS or Android smart device, high-definition 4K and Full HD movie-making capabilities, and a
versatile swiveling touch-screen LCD. With this book in hand, you can quickly apply all these advanced features to your digital photography,
while boosting your creativity to take great photographs with your Canon EOS R5 or R6.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6 Guide to Digital Photography covers all this
upscale camera's features in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and
more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy "roadmap" chapter, an easy-touse visual guide to the cameras' features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by
following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide,
you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are
just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Canon EOS R5/R6 today.
Finally, an easy-to-understand manual that is a match for the camera it describes! Gary Friedman's book on the Canon Digital Rebel XSi
DSLR provides a complete instruction manual which explains each feature in plain English and provides hundreds of visual examples as well.
If you've been looking for the fastest and most enjoyable path to proficiency with your camera, you've found it! In this 415-page book you'll
learn: * What every mode, knob, and button do - in plain, easy-to-understand text. * The secrets of taking outstanding photos that make
people say, "Wow!". * All about the 7 flash modes - including an entire chapter on Wireless Flash! * The most common digital "jargon" and
what it all means to you. Get the most out of your investment - Learn about your camera and improve your photography at the same time!
This book is also available as an instantly-downloadable, full-color .pdf file for only USD $24.93 at www.FriedmanArchives.com/rebelxsi
David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D Guide to Digital SLR Photography is your complete all-in-one comprehensive resource and
reference for the Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D. Aimed at budding photo enthusiasts seeking to improve their photographic skills, the
T6/1300D is a budget-priced digital SLR with an impressive range of features, including Wi-Fi communications to link your camera to your
iOS or Android smart device. With this book in hand, the camera is remarkably easy to master, too. Equipped with an 18-megapixel sensor,
full HD movie-making, an accurate 9-point autofocus system, and a full range of semi-automatic modes, scene options, and creative filters,
this newest Rebel has everything you need to explore the world of photography. With clear how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David
Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D Guide to Digital SLR Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking your first
photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lenses, lighting, and more. Also included is a handy Canon Rebel T6/1300D "roadmap"
chapter, an easy-to-use visual guide to the camera's features and controls. With best-selling author and mentor David Busch as your guide,
you'll be in full creative control, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced hobbyist, or just out for fun. Start building your knowledge
and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D today.
Do you wish you had the most essential information you need to shoot compelling photos using your Canon dSLR's built-in or add-on flash
unit DAVID BUSCH'S GUIDE TO CANON FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY is the solution. This book will teach you the fundamentals of good flash
photography and show you how to shoot specific flash situations and subjects under a variety of conditions. Clear and concise explanations
accompanied by beautiful, full-color images illustrate exactly what results to expect from particular camera/flash settings. From quick setup
through ambient light measurements, pre-flash metering, distance to subject and angle of view considerations, accessories, wireless flash
capabilities, and detailed descriptions of each Speedlite unit Canon offers, DAVID BUSCH'S GUIDE TO CANON FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY
will help you get great flash results every time.
By photographers for photographers, Magic Lantern Guides help you get the most from your gear. Written specifically for each individual
model, these books don t water down the hard-core information with general how-tos: they cover every feature and menu option in easy-tofollow language; unravel the mysteries of flash; and offer expert explanations of how to use a camera s special functions. And now, they re
totally redesigned, in full colour and looking better than ever!
So you have a Canon DSLR? Do you know how to get the most from your sophisticated camera? Canon DSLR: The Ultimate Photographer's
Guide is a thorough, in-depth and step-by-step look at how to understand the Canon digital photography system and how to optimize your
digital photography workflow from pre capture to output. Chris Grey shows you how to customize your DSLR according to the genre you are
working in. He showcases the work of professional photographers from the worlds of wedding photography, fine art, sports/action, portrait
and nature and each photographer explains their differing workflow requirements and how they get the best shots. Starting with the issues
you will face: which file format - RAW or JPEG? Which camera? Which lens? Which software? - and moving on to covering the specific
features of all the new Canon DSLRs in the EOS system, from the nifty Digital Rebel XTi to the awesome 1D Mark III, Chris Grey shows you
how to get the most out of each camera. He shows images taken and the settings he has used so you can see the exact effect of each
function. Packed with tips from the pros, key workflow solutions and images side by side showing different camera functions, this book is a
must have for any Canon shooter.
The EOS Rebel series brings together everything photographers want in a 35mm camera--they're simply the most advanced SLRs in their
class. To find out how best to use these masterpieces of form and function--Canon EOS Rebel T2, EOS Rebel K2, EOS Rebel Ti, plus their
European counterparts--look into the Magic Lantern Guide. With loads of diagrams and user-friendly instructions, it covers every aspect of
these fully automatic 35mm Autofocus SLRs: their 7-point High-Speed, Wide-Area Selectable AF with Advanced 35-zone Metering; Safety
Shutter-Release Lock and Camera Shake Warning; and Advanced E-TTL II Autoflash and Enhanced Built-in Flash.

By emphasizing basic principles of good lighting and how to apply them, this informative guide shows advanced amateur
photographers and professionals how to improve their photographic skills. After explaining different types of light, flash basics, and
the benefits of on- and off-camera lighting techniques, it discusses how to use this information to increase the “gasp factor”—that
powerful, emotional response that compels the viewer to take a second look at a photograph. Also included are assignments
meant to help solidify this new flash knowledge for the photographer in order to put it into practice. As a bonus, the book contains
inspirational stories demonstrating real-world applications of the techniques from a photojournalist with decades of experience.
The Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600D is a powerful camera packed with new features. Covering every button, menu, and setting on
your new Canon EOS Rebel T3i, the Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600DDigital Field Guide can help you to achieve the most with your
new camera. Chapter 1: Setting Up the EOS Rebel T3i/600D- This chapter identifies every button, dial, and indicator on your
camera and walks you through setting up your Canon T3i for immediate use. Chapter 2: Controlling Exposure and Focus: This
chapter teaches you how each of your camera’s modes functions, from fully automatic to the daunting manual mode. It also
covers how to adjust key exposure settings such as ISO, shutter speed, and aperture. Chapter 3: Getting Great Color and Adding
Creative Effects- Within this chapter, you’ll discover how properly adjust white balance, change color space, or apply creative filter
effects in camera. Chapter 4: Customizing the EOS Rebel T3i/600D- This section will teach you to personalize your camera by
customizing key features such as exposure or autofocus to fit your personal preferences. Chapter 5: Shooting with a Live View on
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the LCD- This chapter covers how to set up, work, and shoot in live view. Chapter 6: Using Movie Mode- Chapter 6 covers how to
get the most of your movie mode by knowing some of the basics like recording and playing back your videos. Chapter 7: Working
with Flash- This chapter explores your flash options from shooting with the built-in flash, modifying flash exposure, shooting with a
speedlite, or using a wireless flash, and much more. Chapter 8: Exploring Lenses and Accessories- Chapter 8 offers key advice on
choosing the best lenses and accessories for your Canon T3i, including recommendations for a variety of budgets and skill-levels.
Chapter 9: The Elements of Exposure and Composition- This chapter gives a primer on the fundamentals of exposure and
composition to help you take the best possible photos now that you know how to make all necessary adjustments to your camera
settings. Appendix- How to Use the Gray Card and Color Checker- A bonus gray card and color checker are provided to help you
get the color right on every shot. This appendix teaches you how to make the most of this great add-on. The Canon Rebel EOS
T3i/600DDigital Field Guide is a friendly, efficient, clearly-illustrated guide that will enable you to confidently capture beautiful
images with your new Canon EOS Rebel T3i.
Detailed coverage of Canon's four speedlite-580EX II, 430 EX II, 220 EX and the new 270 EX-built exclusively for Canon DSLRs If
you use a digital SLR camera, then you understand just how critical it is to have a capable flash. Canon Speedlite shines a whole
new light on taking photos with a Canon DSLR. This full-color, in-depth guide takes you beyond the standard manual that
accompanies the Speedlite and shows you the types of settings you can use on your camera when working with the Speedlite.
You'll explore the possibilities of wireless lighting with multiple speedlites as well as the creative effects you can achieve. Author
and professional photographer Brian McLernon demystifies setting up the speedlite, synchronizing the speedlite equipment, and
determining lighting ratios. Canon DSLRs are only growing in popularity and the Speedlite system is a must-have accessory for
exploring a new world of digital photo possibilities Shows you how to create an inexpensive and portable wireless studio lighting
system that can go where you go Demystifies setting up the speedlite, synchronizing the equipment, and figuring out lighting ratios
Covers other Canon lighting system components, such as the ST-E2 Speedlite Transmitter, Macro Ring Lite, and Macro Twin Lite
Real-world information on using these speedlites illustrated by full-color examples and untangles the complexities of using the
Canon Speedlite system.
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